The chat room during the launch of the World Dignity University Initiative on Friday, 24th June 2011

Dear Friends!

A very warm thank-you for joining us for the launch of the World Dignity University Initiative on Friday, 24th June! It took place at the Library (Georg Sverdrups House), Blindern, at the University of Oslo in Norway, 10.00-12.00. We were ca. 50 people in the room and at times up to 40 people online from all around the world in our chat room, apart from an unknown number of people who followed the streaming. We had online participants in our chat from all continents of the world:
Recife, Brazil; Dhaka, Bangladesh; Shanghai, China; Tokyo, Japan; Cairo, Egypt; St. Petersburg, Russia; Sydney, Australia; Timaru, New Zealand; Kolkata, West Bengal, India; Meerut, Uttar Pradesh, India; Toronto, Canada; Istanbul, Turkey; Jemen/Kenya; Goma, Congo; Freetown, Sierra Leone; USA: New Jersey; Kansas; Massachusetts; Tennessee; Boston; Los Angeles; Europe: Lund, Sweden; Copenhagen, Denmark; Berlin, Germany; Ljubljana, Slovenia; Athens, Greece.

This was the chat. People reacted to what they saw happening in Oslo, and reacted to each others’ messages. The chat was hosted by Linda Hartling.

Bayezid Dawla: Thanks for Uli!!

Yves M. Musoni: I love the music!!! Inspiring...

Linda Hartling: Hooray for our AMAZING Uli!!!

Rosario Galvan: Profound, touching unity of artistic expression and spirituality. Thank you to the performers, gifted ones!

francisco gomes de matos: great to see you,Uli

Chipamong Chowdhury: Thankssssssssssssss Uli... great work

Hayal Köksal: hELLOOO uLI. nICE TO SEE YOU AGAIN...

Yves M. Musoni: Uli, good to see you!

Bayezid Dawla: Great hearing your wonderful voice, Uli

Linda Hartling: The website is wonderful, dear Uli!

Lynn 2: this is an amazing virtual ceremony

Chipamong Chowdhury: great concept, digicommunity
Anja Tiller: Agree with you

Linda Hartling: I love how supportive and encouraging we are when we use new technology!!

Hayal Köksal: In such a financially restricted world it is a lovely occasion for us to be attending the opening ceremony virtually. It must form a good model for all other meetings.

Michael Britton: Yes, Yes! This is a wonderful virtual coming together!! And Uli, you have made so much more possible, you have given pathways for transforming ideas into a real future!!

Linda Hartling: I love "DIGNICOMMUNITY"!!

Chipamong Chowdhury: Thanks, Linda (its me Bhante)

Linda Hartling: I'm so glad you could be with us, dear Bhante!!

Gary Jones: the link up fist class and the contents inspiring

Lynn 2: Hi Linda, this is Lynn King (Shanghai)

Linda Hartling: BRAVO to you, dear Uli, for your remarkable leadership on technology!

Hayal Köksal: Brigittee... It is lovely to see you there. Loves from Hayal.

Rosario Galvan: Yes, digicommunity. What about including also ethimological meaning of -digit, connected to "fingers", so we extend our reach and touch each other metaphorically. Yes, digital is virtual but also includes somatic empathy, at least with our imagination.

Linda Hartling: Lynn!!! It is GREAT to have you with us!!

Mara Alagic: Love from Wichita, Kansas, USA

Linda Hartling: Greetings Mara!

Lynn 2: Thrilled to witness this historic moment!

Virginia Swain: somatic empathy--thank you Rosario

Bayezid Dawla: "Communicative dignity"

Linda Hartling: Yes, dear Rosario, we want to extend our reach, our empathic connection!

francisco gomes de matos: thank YOU ULI for mentioning communicative dignity

Linda Hartling: We are having a WONDERFUL conversation!
Michael Britton: Francisco, I love your phrasing that dignity is the music of equality! so many beautiful words of insight you have made for us!

Linda Hartling: Yes, learning is dignified in itself!

Lynn 2: dignity is a VEHICLE for conscious human evolution

Linda Hartling: Yes, dear Uli, there are so many, many aspects of dignity and humiliation!

francisco gomes de matos: the world needs humanizers and dignifiers. Human RIGHTS for

Chipamong Chowdhury: Dignity is essential food for human survival, continuity, peace, love, and tolerance

Linda Hartling: Yes, dear Francisco, we need to encourage more humanizer and dignifiers in the world!

Rosario Galvan: I sense all of us here are connected through an invisible empathic field where we are naturally drawn to the promise of dignity for all. Virginia, how do you think that your mentor Elise Boulding would have liked such a SHARED IMAGE? Thank you Linda to all female pioneers from Wellesley college on women's psychology!

francisco gomes de matos: Global DIGNITY . DIGNITY in the implementation of HUMAN RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES .DIGNITY IS MULTIDIMENSIONAL : there will always be something to probe for the good of Humankind,of human beings,of all beings in Nature

Linda Hartling: Great points about academic world!

Lynn King: just fixed my name here

Chipamong Chowdhury: glad, Lynn King

Linda Hartling: Culture of human rights, yes!

Bayezid Dawla: A culture of dignity needs to be established.

Mara Alagic: culture of human rights!!!

Katrina Vrebalovich: dignity lifts us to be responsible participants in becoming the empowered dreamers and creators of the reality we desire. heart to heart

Hayal Köksal: While mentioning the dignity I also would like to include the challengedf ones...

Takis Ioannides: I salute you all in Oslo, from the sunny Athens city.
Linda Hartling: Greeting Takis!

Virginia Swain: Yes, Rosario, Elise Boulding, professor emeritus Dartmouth left an incredible legacy to us all in her "imaging a possible future" work—and she was born in Norway!

Bayezid Dawla: Dignity is the foundation of human rights.

francisco gomes de matos: since human rights are being so significantly mentioned, let me send you sunniest greetings from the Dom Helder Camara Human Rights Commission, Federal University of Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil

Linda Hartling: Yes, yes, dear Bayezid, the foundation of human rights!

Takis Ioannides: Dignity must be adopted as daily life—action, but first we have to define it’s real meaning. I very happy I meet you all in the path of my life.

Yves M. Musoni: Yes Linda, Great points about academic world!

Linda Hartling: I couldn't agree with you more, dear Takis, dignity is a daily practice!

Rosario Galvan: We celebrate the humanitarian and creative children that Norway has birthed into the world. Thank you for hosting this trans-boundary event!

francisco gomes de matos: Human rights are embedded in DIGNITY

Bayezid Dawla: THE World Dignity University is expected to play a key role in creating a culture of dignity across the world.

Takis Ioannides: Yes Linda, a daily way of living.

Chipamong Chowdhury: I love the phrase "you can't do alone, you need other" For me, it is Interbeing dependency

Linda Hartling: That is a good way of putting it, dear Francisco, Human rights are embedded in dignity.

francisco gomes de matos: DIGNITY should be a globally shared RELATIONAL QUALITY

vibeke Muasya: As an artist I must tell you all that it's a beautiful event but isn't this what writers and poets ans composers DO ???

Hayal Köksal: To traing qualified future generations teaching them how to carry dignity in souls is a great responsibility.

Linda Hartling: Together, we can move more and more people toward the shared relational quality of dignity!
Dr. Leo Semashko: Dignity can be only through harmony and in harmony

Hayal Köksal: If we are aware of its importance we should take part in the publicity of it. It is a huge responsibility.

Milika Matiti: Milika Matiti: You are very right. Dignity should be embedded in our daily practice.

francisco gomes de matos: Of the many arts in which human beings can excel, DIGNITY is the art of

Linda Hartling: We love artists, dear Vibeke! We sometimes call ourselves "global social artists."

Rosario Galvan: I wouldn't leave behind the important specification of MUTUAL when defining the relational quality of dignity that really dignifies all parties involved. That's where Linda made her emphasis in her presentation, and where I cannot agree more.

francisco gomes de matos: treating one another well

Hayal Köksal: If we internalize it well we then might be the angels of dignity.

francisco gomes de matos: yes, but let's prioritize the victims of INdignity, too.

Virginia Swain: Thanks, Linda--to me, that means every person present must be deeply respected and heard so that Rosario's somatic empathy can be experienced. IS there a way in the future to have an event like this structured so that everyone in the room can at least say their name--to bring them into the room by acknowledging their presence!

Linda Hartling: Yes, mutuality is a very useful term. Jean Baker Miller would emphasize "moving toward mutuality" in relationships!

francisco gomes de matos: This very moment, how many planetary citizens are being treated in unjust, undignified, dehumanizing ways?

Linda Hartling: It is WONDERFUL to see you Kjell!!!!

Linda Hartling: WE LOVED OUR MEETING IN 2008!!!

Takis Ioannides: I consider that dignity is interwoven with the life experience, the beliefs, the clean and incompatible conscience, the education, the pediatrics and practices of each person

Wellington: We have to stand for those without voice
Linda Hartling: Never doubt that a small a committed group of citizens can change the world... We are that dignicommunity!!!

Rosario Galvan: To TAKI from ATHENS: How do you say "soma" in Greek and what does it refer to that is beyond physical body?

Lynn King: this university will create global dignity mindset

Linda Hartling: Yes, dear Wellington, we have to stand for those without a voice. Invisibility is agonizingly humiliating!

Virginia Swain: I would like to greet Hroar Klempe, who I see sitting in the room, acknowledging his presence, although he is not speaking. Evelin introduced us when he was a visiting scholar at Clark University this year --his presence in my life was so important to dignity--and he is just now publishing his book on the history of psychology and Kirgegaard--even though you are not speaking, I am so grateful to Evelin for introducing me to a member of the Human Dignity Network in my own city!

vibeke Muasya: How are you going to put your voice outside the circle to the ones who suppress?

Takis Ioannides: yes soma means the body, but not only this

Katrina Vrebalovich: focus on what we want not give energy to what we don't want.. The perpetuation of the negative cannot change things it keeps us down.

Rosario Galvan: Evelin is speaking of the ZEN practice for a world dignity university: empty ourselves from pre-conceived perceptions and come ready to let regret and frustration behind and work actively toward positive empowering images of the future. We must create spaces for acknowledgment of wrong-doings and grievances process though, this is key in my view, move on to positive messages of the future without alienating those who still feel unheard and unseen. How to do both?

Linda Hartling: Dear Katrina, focusing on what we want and not putting energy into what we don't want is crucial!

Wellington: Yes, Linda, we have to teach dignity in our schools. Children must grow with the principle of respecting each other

vibeke Muasya: YES Linda and Katrina

Katrina Vrebalovich: yes acknowledgement is key before the negative can be moved out.

vibeke Muasya: Wellington ... they have in Denmark since the 70's but still racism is worse than ever
Hayal Köksal: yes and perhaps collaborative camping program for international gatherings might be helpful for our kids.

Linda Hartling: Yes, dear Wellington, we must teach dignity in our schools!

vibeke Muasya: childrens minds are build around the dinnertable

Katrina Vrebalovich: we have to work to get rid of the barriers that keep us from knowing each other when kept in separation we fear. We fear what we don’t know

vibeke Muasya: KAtrina that is SO true

Rosario Galvan: I am deeply thankful to and acknowledge Virginia Swain for introducing me to Evelin and her radiant modeling of open-hearted and shared leadership.

Katrina Vrebalovich: All walls must come down with trust that your children are also mine and my children yours and you are my son and daughter and I am yours. this picture changes every thing

Wellington: Viebke, we face the same problem in Brazil with the youth.....they seem to be more conservative than ever! So I think that we should start teaching them since their childhood.

Linda Hartling: I'm enjoying our speakers in Oslo!!

Hayal Köksal: me, too.

Anja Tiller: Congrats Evelin and all. A huge applause from me, the presentations and discussions are great and so is the new technology. It is a wonderful topic and launch of The Human Dignity University.

vibeke Muasya: wellington yes and the artists have a very strong influence on these kids - bigger than teachers

vibeke Muasya: I wish this kind of gathering would spill over into the creative community

Katrina Vrebalovich: It is spilling over my lifes work is about empowerment through art

Virginia Swain: My pleasure, Rosario! I am so grateful to the last speaker who spoke of the need for the healing on the wound of humiliation which forms the basis of this network. I'm so sorry I did not hear your name. Woul d you be wiling to contact me later? May I also greet Magnus Haavelsrud whom I met through Patricia and Jerry Mische's Global Education Network at the United Nations

vibeke Muasya: we all have a task of creating greater AWARENESS of our existence so we can embrace ourselves and therby other into the ONE
Wellington: Yes, the artists, teachers, family. We have to get the society together in order to change this situation

Katrina Vrebalovich: I just participated in an incredible exhibition here in Cairo called neighbors

Linda Hartling: Wonderful comments!

Bayezid Dawla: Wonderful speech!!!

vibeke Muasya: Katrina I just did the same her in COopenhagen! BEautiful!!

Yves M. Musoni: Dignity is the key to understand many challenges of our 21st century open world.

Katrina Vrebalovich: fantastic Vibeke! We do our medicine in our way

Linda Hartling: Dignity is the key!!

Takis Ioannides: I published an essay I wrote for dignity in the newspaper I write in Athens, especially for the youths, who are our future citizens, our hope.

Linda Hartling: Greetings to Mariana!

Bayezid Dawla: "Dignity is the key to understand many challenges of our 21st century open world." This is absolutely right.

Wellington: I'm launching here in Recife Brazil a research project involving human dignity associated with second language teaching for those who are learning a new language and culture.

vibeke Muasya: yes Katrina I find it very important ... to DO .. to eat in your neighbors house!

Virginia Swain: Thank you so much Mariana for representing all of us who were at the conference at Columbia last December and for your inspiring words--your understanding of human dignity is so important

Linda Hartling: I love hearing about the ways people are working for dignity!

hayal köksal: it is interestingWellington. I would like to learn more.

hayal köksal: I also would like to share dignity based project with you all.

Magnus Haavelsrud: Thank you for greetings Virginia - good to 'meet' again - I think we now experience a new form of dialogue. I am participating this meeting with a friend, Inge M. Nilsen, who just published a book entitled 'Dialogens mange former' - in English 'The many forms of dialogue' and we jokingly commented that he needed to add this new form next time he revises the text. Congratulations to all - I think we are experienceing the future together
Chipamong Chowdhury: I think, Rosario Galvan, not emptying the pre-conceived perception (because pre-conception itself empty of itself), but learning from it, there will be a way reconcile the both.

Tony: I'm sitting here in the Blue Mountains West of Sydney listening and watching the comments - and the thought arises that true dignity is impossible without an element (from the other end of the shame spectrum from humiliation) - that of Humility - without which dignity becomes pompous. Particularly following the British Crisis Consultant speaking of the experience that

Rosario Galvan: I am with Mike, "the Brit" as he introduced himself -last speaker, that the way ahead is reconciliation. No wonder people strike back or fall deep into despair when they are told "you must not feel humiliated". Talking down never help people transform their wounds, but compassionate listening, deep empathy, and respectful acknowledgment of "their feelings". We may be adults but our unruly feelings remind us we are not so grown-up at the subconscious level. This is the level of our psyche responsive to love, care, arts, intuition, play. That's why the university must emphasize left-brain activities and methodologies. Youth all over the world will jump in to the opportunity, I'm sure.

Takis Ioannides: even children are giving lessons about dignity to us, the adults, like a 10 years old orphan boy in the desaster of Japan.

Katrina Vrebalovich: Vibeke when we bring things down to the simplest of commonality sharing a meal is one of the greatest symbols. I love that in Africa salt is the bond of protection and friendship

Virginia Swain: I also would like to acknowledge Michael Britton, an important voice in the HDS network who became a board member of our NGO and whose presence always uplifts me. Michael models empathy and the presence of dignity.

Wellington: Yes Hayal I'm having the support of Prof. Gomes de Matos. You can contact us whenever you want that we will be pleased to tell you more!

Linda Hartling: Humility is very, very important for our efforts, dear Tony!!!

hayal köksal: Thank you. hayal@boun.edu.tr

Milika Matiti: Universitities and other institutions have an important role to teach and help students to reflect on the concept of dignity. Students need to explore the concept as it is abstract. They need to explore influencing factors, and how to dignify themselves and others

Wellington: Yes... wellingtonlira@hotmail.com

Katrina Vrebalovich: Linda will we be able to see this on YouTube later?
Linda Hartling: I believe will be able to see this online later, dear Katrina!

vibeke Muasya: heard Rosario

Katrina Vrebalovich: wonderful I send love to you and am so honored to be a part of a new age.

hayal köksal: Human voice should be used to initiate dignity in minds and spirits.

Takis Ioannides: Lessons of dignity by a boy in Japan

Linda Hartling: I'm singing with all of you!

vibeke Muasya: :)))

Takis Ioannides: our hearts and souls are with you there

hayal köksal: This virtual conference/opening proved once more that WE ARE NOT ALONE. Thank you dearest Dosts...

Virginia Swain: thank you so much everyone for your presence in my life--a beautiful experience -the music and prayer are so important--a great way to celebrate my husband, Joseph Baratta,'s birthday today, as we are still starting the day at 6:00 am!

Dr. Ranajit Pal: Yes, We are not alone!

Bayezid Dawla: Ah, my heart is dancing with the melody of the song, so wonderful, so awesome never heard before...

hayal köksal: https://nonviolenceineducation.wordpress.com is the link my course outcome is shared.

Linda Hartling: We are not alone! We are together in the courageous work of dignity!

Takis Ioannides: this song fixed my day!

Chipamong Chowdhury: I see you myself in your eyes,,,, feel great....

Gary Jones: not alone and continually inspired by the collective goodness of you all; I am honoured to be a part of you all

Rosario Galvan: Chipamong, thanks for your correction. Yes, pre-whatever empties itself, absolutely. I share intent with all of you we can be awake enough to learn from previous prejudices without taking so long that many others suffer in the meantime. Emptying the mind
though a quieting practice can help to become more readily awake for the needs of the moment. Thank you for listening!

Linda Hartling: Hooray for collective goodness, dear Gary!

Milika Matiti: It was perfect. Thanks !!!!!!! Well done!!

francisco gomes de matos: sunniest applause to the Arctic Queen!

Linda Hartling: BEAUTIFUL, dearest Ragnhild and all!!

Beatrix Austin: many thanks and may there be wind under everyone's wings

Linda Hartling: APPLAUSE!

Bayezid Dawla: Thank you, dear, for the song that touches my heart so deeply!

hayal köksal: THANK YOU FOR MAKING US A PART OF THIS UNIVERSAL MEETING. LOVES FROM ISTANBUL, TURKEY.

Linda Hartling: THANK YOU THANK YOU, dearest Inga!!!

Chipamong Chowdhury: Rosario Galvan, I greatly appreciate your skillful way of teaching to reawake from awakening, very contemplative teaching

Wellington: Thank you very much for this wonderful opportunity!!! I had some connections problems but finnaly i got here!!! Wonderful cerimony!!! CONGRATULATIONS for you all.....A warm hug from Recife, Brazil!!!

Michael Britton: Yes, a huge applause to everyone and to Evelin and Linda and Uli and Inga and Lasse and all who made this launch such a moving and inspiring next great step forward with WDU!

vibeke Muasya: Thank you so much for allowing me to a guest at this beautiful event!

Linda Hartling: THANK YOU FOR MAKING OUR GLOBAL CELEBRATION POSSIBLE, dear Oslo friends!!

Rosario Galvan: Enthusiastic clapping, love song, music, art...SO MUCH!!!!

francisco gomes de matos: greetings from Associacao Brasil America, here in Recife

Chipamong Chowdhury: we all will help each other, we all are intebeing

Linda Hartling: ETHUSIASTIC CLAPPING 2!
Bayezid Dawla: THis is a great "starting point" and we have "miles to go". Yes, Evelin is a truly "guiding angel".

Chipamong Chowdhury: I am going for breakfast

Rosario Galvan: Michael Britton, looking forward to connect with you personally, pending from Virginia's invitation to do so...

Milika Matiti: Ooh Will miss the lunch!! Very far here . But enjoy the food!

Bayezid Dawla: Thank you! Big hand from us al well.

hayal köksal: BYE...

Michael Britton: Rosario, I will look forward to connecting with you!

Milika Matiti: Bye!

keitaro: great ceremony. congratulations from tokio, evelin :)

vibeke Muasya: Congratulations to Evelin for her efforts and to you all for joining her!

svanibor pettan: What a great event, many people of different backgrounds with the shared notion of the culture of dignity. Thank you all for making this inspiring event possible...

francisco gomes de matos: lets keep in touch.

Rosario Galvan: Happy birthday for Joseph Baratta! Wise UN scholar and incredible kind dinner host. Please let him know Virginia!

Bayezid Dawla: Bye, everybody

Chipamong Chowdhury: Rosario, give my best regard to Michael Britton,

Wellington: Yes, Professor, and thank you for this opportunity!!!

Dr. Ranajit Pal: May this tree grow up to be a big forest.

francisco gomes de matos: DIGNIFYINGLY YOURS,Francisco

Yves M. Musoni: Great virtual ceremony!!!Keep in touch!

Gary Jones: Thanks to you all, from South Africa, and especially my mentor and unfailing light - Evelin - and the truly wonderful team at the heart of the WDU

Michael Britton: Dear Chipamong Chowdhury, I look forward to seeing You again in person!!!
Chipamong Chowdhury: Yeha...Michael Britton, I will see in December in NY

Rosario Galvan: Thank you to all, greetings Greece, South Africa, Brazil, India, oh! I get dizzy with all this travel!

Chipamong Chowdhury: will be back

Vibeke Muasya: Greetings from Norrebronx in Copenhagen

Virginia Swain: A special thank you to Yves for your personal dignity in the midst of the horror of the Rwandan genocide. Blessing to you and all present who have suffered so much in this world and yet are healing from the wound of humanity.

Mara Alagic: :) Thank you everybody for inspiration and great ideas!

Rosario Galvan: Will do Chipamong, and hopefully meet you and many other wonderful friends in person!

Michael Britton: I am grateful to be among such a community as we all together are. How exciting to be reading what you write from so many parts of the world! More than I would have dreamed possible as a child years ago!!!

Mara Alagic: Art of ThirdPlaceLearning - Thanks Evelin for the inspiration and leadership

Michael Britton: My best wishes to you, Virginia, and happy birthday to Joseph!

Virginia Swain: thank you Michael! Bye everyone!!!

Yves M. Musoni: Thank you Virginia, I love your kind words...Happy Birthday to Prof. Joseph. B. He is a genius!

Mara Alagic: Dear Evelin, I am going to quote you here: "ThirdPlaceLearning and the transition from ‘displacement’ to world/global citizenship, explicating the need for ongoing global learning" - that is my next project! thank you, thank you

Francisco Gomes de Matos: May communicative peace and dignity be with all of you

Michael Britton: What a great event, Dear Evelin and Linda!!! And Dear Arctic Queen, what a great blessing that you have brought to this event! Evelin and Linda and Uli, you made for us the possibility of connection in starting something so good that is already so amazing to be part of! Thank you!!!

Michael Britton: Thank you Francisco: May the spirit of goodness you manifest live in us all!!!

Mara Alagic: and culture of dignity
Michael Britton: Good bye for now; but we continue to journey together, all of us!

francisco gomes de matos: let me close in Portuguese and say  ABrAço!

Yves M. Musoni: Bye!!!

Mara Alagic: dovidjenja!!

Evelin Gerda Lindner: Hello to you all! It was absolutely WONDERFUL to have you all with us! THANKS A MILLION!!! Evelin

Mara Alagic: "see" you next time

Mara Alagic: Thanks dear Evelin for keeping us connected!

Brian Ward: My humble apologies for being late to the ceremony. Will we be able to watch it later?

Rosario Galvan: Abrazos -hugs in Spanish. Francisco, easy to understand you, my region in Spain is close to the border with Portugal. Say please dignity in Portuguese...

francisco gomes de matos: DINIDADE,ROSARIO .EM QUALQUER IDADE

Mara Alagic: Hi to Portugal - I will be in Coimbra at the Bridges-math&art- conference this summer

Rosario Galvan: Muito obrigada Francisco, love "dinidade".

francisco gomes de matos: DIGNIDADE EM QUALQUER IDADE TRAZ FELICIDADE

Lynn King: wonderful to witness!

Dr Anoop Swarup: What a wonderful world here and now, yes a million thanks to all, cheers and bye !

francisco gomes de matos: dignity in any age makes you sage(rhyming)

Lynn King: Cheers and look forward to the next steps

francisco gomes de matos: May our DIGNiversity educate DIGNIFIERS for the WORLD

francisco gomes de matos: Educating DIGNIFIERS for the WORLD:

francisco gomes de matos: a mission for all of us and those who join us
Jan Oberg: Hello dear friends - could not be there within the time but want to send heartfelt congrats on the opening!!

Orosidy: congrats...)

Kenday S. Kamara: Hello ladies and gentlemen, a great day as history is in the making with this great inauguration of the World Dignity University. A great concept for the good of humanity. CONGRATULATIONS!

Kenday S. Kamara: Could not make it in person, I wish I could. this is a great experience - the concept of bringing dignity to learning!

Mark Manumbu: do for the best of human transformation. Well done.

Robert A. Dooley: congratulations!!

erling: hey

cyrien kanamugire: i send you all my congratulations

joseph prabhu: Joseph Prabhu: Bravo! Warmest congratulations.